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Price: 210,000€  Ref: R4692316

Apartment - Ground Floor

Casares

2

2

98m² Build Size

10m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Casares, Paraiso de Bahia, 

a very confortable 2 bedroom groundfloor apartment with 2 full bathrooms an very large

south facing terrace,

it offers also a large kitchen with laundry room tan opens to an open private patio.

The gated urbanisation offers three pool, children game park and lots of out door parking

spaces.

Location: Paraiso de Bahia stands at only 150m from the beach and next to some local

services, at a few minutes drive from finca Cortesin, Manilva town.

24 hours security.

A very sought after area. Excellent buy as a renovation investment with lots of potential.

It must be seen t...(Ask for More Details!)
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Casares, Paraiso de Bahia, 

a very confortable 2 bedroom groundfloor apartment with 2 full bathrooms an very large south facing terrace,

it offers also a large kitchen with laundry room tan opens to an open private patio.

The gated urbanisation offers three pool, children game park and lots of out door parking spaces.

Location: Paraiso de Bahia stands at only 150m from the beach and next to some local services, at a few

minutes drive from finca Cortesin, Manilva town.

24 hours security.

A very sought after area. Excellent buy as a renovation investment with lots of potential.

It must be seen to be fully appreciated.
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